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THE METROPOLITAN REGION: THE NEW CHALLENGE FOR REGIONAL 
PLANNING 
Abstract 
 
Although more than one fifth of the world’s population now lives in 
metropolitan regions with populations of more than one million, few 
responsible institutions have been introduced to assist in their effective 
governance or planning.  Worldwide, the administration and planning of most 
metropolitan regions relies on voluntary cooperation between local 
governments and/or provision of metropolitan planning and services by central 
governments. These systems suffer from lack of coordination, transparency, 
integrated implementation or demonstrated capacity to achieve sustainable 
settlement forms. Alternative systems, including representative metropolitan 
administrations and regional governments, have achieved some significant 
successes in Europe and North America.  In UK and parts of Netherlands, 
indirectly elected regional assemblies are now responsible for strategic 
planning and in British Columbia they also undertake provision and 
coordination of some important services. Composed of members drawn from 
constituent local councils, they have good levels of acceptance from local and 
central governments.  In Italy and Oregon, regional governments have 
strengthened social, economic and political life by bringing government and 
planning closer to regional and local communities, through representative and 
participatory public involvement. The paper argues that while metropolitan 
regions require coordinated growth management strategies, non-metropolitan 
local governments also need to achieve economies of scale within regional 
alliances to meet challenges of population decline and economic stagnation   
Metroplitan administration and planning can thus best be tackled within a 
coherent regional system.  The paper concludes by developing the general 
features of an approach to regional governance that could be applied equally 
to metropolitan and non-metroplitan regions in both unitary and federal 
nations. 
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The growth of metropolitan regions in the twentieth century 
 
Both the number and populations of large metropolitan regions  have 
increased dramatically during the last century. Those with more than one 
million people, for instance, grew fourfold between 1950 and 2000 to number 
nearly four hundred, and now accommodate over a billion people, or one in 
five of the world’s population (United Nations, 1995). They are also home to a 
host of environmental, social, political and administrative problems (World 
Commission on Development, 1987).  In both the developed and developing 
worlds, tides of new residents drawn from regional hinterlands and 
international migration, are rapidly swelling the populations of these 
metropolitan regions. At the same time, their physical growth is being 
accelerated by new and established households moving out to the fringes in 
search of space and amenity.  As a consequence, metropolitan regions are 
experiencing, in the prophetic words of Colin Clark (1970), “simultaneous 
processes of macro concentration and micro dispersion”. Later work of 
Newman and Kenworthy (1989) on comparative international metropolitan 
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densities has confirmed confirm this.  These metropolitan regions not only fail 
to manage their own problems of growth, congestion, pollution and conflict, 
but also exert increasing dominance over the economic and political lives of 
the  surrounding regions and nations. 
 
Defining Metropolitan Regions 
Regions have many differing roles and forms, and metropolitan regions 
themselves may be defined in various ways. In searching for perspectives  to 
understand and administer these increasingly dominant settlement forms, 
planners can gain useful perspectives and interpretations from allied 
professions, including human geography, economics, public administration 
and sociology.  
 
 Human geographers have established the importance of inter-connectedness 
in defining regions. Hartshorne (1960) identified the significance of nodal  or 
community of interest regions, unifying a rural hinterland with its urban or 
metropolitan core by flows of natural resources from periphery to centre 
matched by reciprocal flows of manufactured goods and urban services 
flowing from centre to periphery. Techniques for defining hinterlands and 
spheres of influence had been developed even earlier by Smailes (1957) and 
Green (1950), introducing the concept of break points of influence between 
sets of adjacent centres (related to intensities of flows such as journeys or 
phone calls). Economists such as H.W. Richardson (1969) integrated these  
approaches with Christaller’s Central Place Theory by identifying systems of 
definable nodal regions focused on hierarchies of dominant centres. 
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Planning theorists including Friedmann and Weaver (1979) prophetically 
pointed out the importance of cultural and political considerations in defining 
regions that would be psychologically sustainable. Putnam focussed attention 
on the importance of regional storehouses of social capital that could foster 
self-sustaining regional sentiments and economic resilience.  In his influential 
book Making Democracy Work (1992)  he traces the success of Italy’s 20 
regions , established as a new tier in 1970, back to their roots in long standing 
cultural regions such as Tuscany, Lombardy, Romagna and Venito, with 
traditions of shared  activities of music, dance, sport and education, which 
underpinned their capacity to respond positively to changed economic, 
technological and political conditions. 
 
Public administration theorists such as Robson , Jackson,  Gunlicks,  Self and 
Dye have identified the importance of political and administrative factors.  
Jackson (1969)  traced the slow expansion of  the scale and powers of local 
government in Britain in the course of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 
and  indicated how the pioneering establishment of the London County 
Council in 1889 was overtaken within twenty years by the pace of 
metropolitan expansion.  Robson (1955)  demonstrated the role of responsible 
government in managing the rapid growth of great cities in the mid twentieth 
century.  Gunlicks (1981) reviewed the attempts  of  metropolitan areas in the 
USA  and Canada to maintain coordinated service provision and planning by  
annexation and consolidation of new residential areas on their fringes, and 
criticised this piecemeal approach to  metropolitan governance as prone to  
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founder on the obstacles of local opposition and delay, and the sheer pace of 
peripheral metroplitan growth. Self in his important book Planning the Urban 
Region (1982) reviewed attempts in cities in a number of continents to match 
new urban patterns by appropriate forms of planning and government.  Dye 
(1986) reviewed a wide range of administrative responses to metropolitan 
growth in the USA and reached the conclusion that the prevalent solution of 
voluntary cooperation between multiple local authorities in Councils of 
Government was proving inadequate to meet the mounting metropolitan 
challenges of the second held of the twentieth century. 
 
 
Early International Experiments in Metropolitan Administration 
 
In searching for appropriate ways to define effective boundaries, 
administrators have frequently found themselves overtaken by the expansive 
effects of improved communication and increased levels of interaction. As 
outlined above, the generous extent of the 1889 London County Council 
(LCC), including nearly all of the  “journey-to-work” hinterland of the city was 
overtaken within two decades by metropolitan growth, triggered in large part 
by the construction of the city’s underground railway network.  Later, at the 
beginning of Canada’s long boom in the mid twentieth century, Metro Toronto 
adopted the same policy (Lemon, 1974, 1993).  For a while, in the sixties and 
seventies, it seemed that Metro Toronto might have solved the problems of 
administering metropolitan scale services by its role as an upper tier 
metropolitan-wide organization, indirectly elected by the constituent local 
governments to provide regional scale metropolitan services. Metro Toronto 
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collected the property taxes, coordinated land use and transport planning and 
delivery and provided wholesale services, which were then “retailed” to 
residents by the local governments (Lemon, 1985). However, by the early 
seventies, Toronto’s growth had outstripped Metro’s boundaries, overtaken in 
the same way as the LCC had been fifty years earlier by the pace of suburban 
growth spurred by the burgeoning freeways, and commuter rail lines. As a 
result, there was no coordinated control over the outer areas, which sprawled 
at low densities along the new multi-lane freeways, giving rise to the sardonic 
description of Greater Toronto as “Phoenix beyond Vienna” (Brindle, 1992). 
 
Subsequent attempts to control growth by adjusting boundaries, designating 
outer metropolitan regional bodies, and creating a largely co-ordinating 
Greater Toronto Authority have failed to reproduce the effective planning of 
Metro Toronto in the fifties and sixties. A short–lived phase of direct election 
from 1983-1996 did nothing to improve Metro’s efficiency, but enmeshed the 
organization in acrid disputes over taxation with both local and provincial 
governments. By the 1990s, Metro Toronto had become one of 29 local 
governments making up the Greater Toronto Area (Greater Toronto Area 
Task Force, 1996). The most recent attempts to create an effective system of 
regional governance by merging all of the old local governments making up 
Metro Toronto into a single local government with a population of over two 
million has understandably aroused great hostility from activists and 
academics concerned with maintaining representative local government. The 
evidence is that boundary changes and administrative mergers provide no 
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lasting solution to the problems of coordinated administration and planning for 
metropolitan regions. 
 
As a result of such difficulties, many  large and populous metropolitan areas 
lack effective and integrated planning and administration (Gunlicks, 1981, 
Self, 1982). This article identifies and evaluates four responses that may be 
adopted to meet the challenges of reforming or replacing current systems to 
plan, steer and manage  metroplitan areas in more sustainable ways: 
1. Voluntary cooperation for metropolitan planning (Bish, 1971; Friedmann & 
Alonso, 1964; Miller, 1981; Ostrom, 1972; Tiebout 1956). 
2. Central government provision of metropolitan planning and services 
(Bater 1980; Dye, 1988; Hansen, 1969; Self, 1983). 
3. Politically accountable regional and metropolitan governance (De 
Grove, 1992; Knaap and Nelson, 1992; Lemon, 1985).  
4. Systems of coherent regional government (Faludi & Van der Valk, 1996; 
Heywood, 1997; Alden, 2000; Roberts, 2000. 
 
Each of these four approaches has  been applied in significant  instances and 
has attracted enthusiastic advocates. By evaluating their inherent 
characteristics and comparative achievements and failings, it should be 
possible to make a useful contribution to  the search for better solutions to the 
current and emerging problems of metropolitan governance and planning.   
In this paper,  argue that voluntary cooperation has failed to provide secure or 
equitable outcomes and that central government provision has suffered from 
the inability or unwillingness of different government departments or agencies 
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to deviate from their own agendas to meet the needs for coordinated 
metropolitan services.  By contrast, designated  regional metropolitan 
authorities emerging in various locations, including parts of Netherlands, the 
UK, and  Oregon in the USA demonstrate better capacity to plan and provide 
effective metropolitan-wide services. New systems of sub national regional 
governance in a number of European nations, Canada’s British Columbia and 
in New Zealand are also able to focus effective attention on the planning and  
service needs of the metropolitan settlements at their centres. 
 
 
(1) Voluntary cooperation 
 
In Australia, the first Voluntary Regional Organizations of Councils (VROCs) 
were established as long ago as the inter-war years (www.regionlink.net.au). 
Their number expanded greatly in the eighties with support from the 
Commonwealth government, and there are now more than 50 VROCs, each 
with between two and twenty constituent  local governments, including over 
three-quarters of the national population. Their powers, however, are less 
impressive, being confined to research, advocacy, negotiation, indicative 
regional strategies, and in one or two cases, resource sharing  (Nicholls, 
2002).  
 
In Queensland, the state government has encouraged the formation of 
Regional Organizations of Councils (ROCs) to sponsor regional strategies for 
most of the significantly populated parts of the state. These include South 
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East Queensland (SEQROC) Far North Queensland (FNQ), The Gulf Region, 
Whitsunday and Mackay Region (WHAM), Central Queensland, Townsville-
Thuringowa, Wide Bay, Eastern Darling Downs, North Queensland (NQ) 
Central Queensland (CQ) (Queensland Department of Local Government and 
Planning, 2001). These ROCs play a prominent role in steering and validating 
the various regional strategies, though they are actually produced by small 
teams of seconded staff of the Queensland Department of Local Government 
& Planning. The resulting strategies provide a somewhat shadowy regional 
context for local government planning schemes. 
 
This approach, which is described by the state government as “Co-operative 
Regional Planning” (Abbott, 2001), has been effective in helping to build 
regional planning culture and consciousness among decision takers and 
elected representatives in a number of regions. On numerous occasions, 
however, SEQ 2001/2021 has not been able to influence the location of 
regional scale facilities such as university campuses, freeway proposals, 
regional ports, or large integrated resort developments. Nor can these models 
of voluntary regional governance be said to have significantly influenced 
settlement patterns, location of fixed capital investment, coordination of public 
and private services or the conservation of natural resources or open space. 
The evidence for these failures can be found in mounting congestion, 
pollution, and journey to work flows and loss of open space and species  
habitat. Recent public and professional concern and media publicity over 
these perceived failures has given rise to attempts to improve the current 
system. A recent Queensland State Government Review Committee has 
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proposed an Office of Urban Management for South East Queensland, which 
is to be located within the Department of Local Government & Planning, but 
answerable to the Deputy Premier & Treasurer. This recommendation would 
give the Treasurer statutory powers to enforce compliance from local 
governments and to reject state government departmental budgets for 
infrastructure spending when they are in conflict with the plan  (Queensland 
Government, Office of Urban Management and Infrastructure Coordination 
Committee, 2004).  Regional Planning commentators are watching this new 
development with interest. It is the most purposive attempt yet in Australia to 
make regional scale metropolitan planning work by creating special machinery 
for the state capital and imposing state government control over local 
government planning.  As such, it   represents a move from voluntarism 
towards centralized regional planning, an approach which is discussed later. 
 
Across the Pacific, in the USA, optimism about the capacity  of market forces 
to produce continuous economic growth, fuelled by the Western world’s long 
mid-twentieth century boom from 1946 to 1973, generated assumptions of 
unbounded urban growth and was used to justify minimal regulation of 
development (Stretton, 1987).   Responses to metropolitan growth often took 
the form of proposals for ad hoc “Special Districts” to meet demands for 
regional scale services such as water supply and sewerage,  airports  and 
country parks.  However, these have been beset with problems of poor 
coordination and confusion in the public mind over accountability, resulting in 
what Dye (1988) has described as “a maze of responsibility”. The many 
independent agencies and enterprises which initiate loosely related 
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developments for a host of residential, commercial, recreational, educational 
and other purposes in each metropolitan area are often loosely linked in 
voluntary associations usually called Councils of Government (CoGs), where 
officials can meet regularly to discuss problems, make recommendations and, 
it is hoped, coordinate their activities. However, the CoGs lack any powers of 
implementation or regulation (Dye, 1988).  One of the most active and long 
lived, San Francisco’s Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) 
continues to produce persuasive position papers and regional strategies, 
though it lacks powers to coordinate or implement its recommendations, which 
remain in the hands of the wide array of city governments and Special 
Districts, which make up the Bay Area.  
 
Another particularly interesting example is the Puget Sound Regional Council 
which brings together in one advisory and policy development body the major 
cities of Seattle, Tacoma, Everett and Bellevue as well as more than twenty 
other municipalities spread through four counties and having a total population 
of 3.25 million (Puget Sound Regional Council, 2002).   In general, CoGs in 
the USA, like the PSRC and ABAG, are searching for ways to institutionalize 
their powers and gain popular mandates for their proposals (DeGrove, 1995, 
Heywood, 1997).  Both the Inter-modal Surface Transport Efficiency Act  
(ISTEA) of 1991 and the Transport Equity Act for the Twenty First Century 
(TEA21) have strengthened the roles of these CoGs into something 
approaching genuine regional governance bodies, by requiring that all large 
metropolitan areas create collaborative Metropolitan Planning Organizations 
(MPOs) to prepare Metropolitan Plans and Transport Improvement Plans as 
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preconditions for receiving federal road and transport funding, amounting in 
total to many billions of dollars each year.  Elsewhere, however, these 
regionalizing tendencies are balanced by the Jeffersonian traditions of local 
autonomy, and the arguments of  “Public Choice” urban economists that 
localities should be free to trade for services with each other and with private 
providers, without the intervention of public policy makers (Bish, 1971; Miller, 
1981; Self, 1994). 
 
In the more recent settlements of the southern and western states of the USA, 
the last third of the twentieth century saw increasing incorporation of small 
suburban communities as independent local governments, buying their 
essential services from private providers or larger local administrations. This 
approach encouraged the localization of government and services in the 
hands of very small bodies able to buy whatever services they wanted for their 
own small groups (Tiebout, 1956, Bish, 1970, Ostrom, 1972). Miller (1981) 
has argued that these actions were a self conscious denial of metropolitan 
inter-dependence which contributed to outcomes in Greater Los Angeles that 
were neither integrated nor equal and  resulted in spatial, social and economic 
injustices. He predicted that this “planning by contract “ would result in urban 
disorder, and he accurately forecast the 1992 riots.  Neither the amalgamated  
“Super cities”,  ad hoc “Special Districts” nor  legally constituted “Cities by 
Contract” have proved effective solutions to the administrative needs of great 
metropolitan areas. 
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(2) Central Government Provision of Metropolitan Planning  and 
Services  
Australian Approaches 
In a more interventionist mode, there are numerous examples of strong 
central governments taking responsibility for the planning and servicing of 
their rapidly growing metropolitan areas. This has often been the case in 
Australia, where there is a strong tradition of centralized administration by 
state governments, each of which must deal with a metropolitan area 
containing more than half the state’s population.  State Governments 
determination to themselves plan and service their growing metropolitan areas 
has often relegated the roles of local governments within them to “roads, rates 
and rubbish”.  However, genuine attempts to produce coordinated plans  
(Patterson, 2000; Frewer, 2001; Abbott, 2001; State Government of Victoria, 
Department of Infrastructure, 2002) have often foundered on the rivalry 
between different state government departments.   
 
The most notable exception to this pattern was the Cumberland County, 
established in a phase of post war idealism in 1945, which attempted to 
provide a metropolitan framework for the growth of Greater Sydney.  
However, its plans suffered from lack of implementation powers and the 
combined indifference and opposition of local and state governments. It was 
disbanded in 1964 (Wright, 2001) and its plans were superseded by a series 
of permissive strategies produced by the state government that encouraged 
peripheral growth and  lacked any clear concepts of settlement form or 
transport management.  
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In Victoria, the state government appointed an administrative organization, the 
Melbourne Metropolitan Board of Works (MMBW), to plan and deliver basic 
metropolitan services to manage rapid postwar metropolitan growth.  For thirty 
years, the MMBW produced a series of incremental growth management 
strategies that combined designation and preservation of green wedges with 
unevenly coordinated development in loosely defined growth corridors to the 
east, north, west and southwest. Stretton (1989) has argued that this was 
playing catch up planning with rapid metropolitan growth, and effectively 
reinforced the division of the metropolis into affluent eastern suburbs and 
relatively deprived western corridors containing concentrations of poverty, 
pollution, and spatial disadvantage. Unlike Metro Toronto at the same time, 
there was little attempt to shape a livable metropolis, but rather to service the 
physical needs of a rapidly expanding population.   
 
 In South Australia, too, the state government took control of metropolitan 
planning for Adelaide, and in the eighties produced a de facto north-south 
linear plan without the accompanying public transport infrastructure to make it 
work (South Australian Department of Environment & Planning, 1987).  In 
Western Australia, since 1956, a series of corridor plans produced by the 
Metropolitan Region Planning Authority (MRPA) has channeled the growth of 
Perth along four axes towards and beyond the boundaries of the metropolitan 
region, trading the lowest metropolitan densities in the world for orderly growth 
(Newman & Kenworthy, 1989). The MRPA consists of members drawn from 
both the state and local governments and offers an interesting model of 
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effective power sharing, anticipating Queensland’s Regional Planning 
Advisory Groups and Regional Coordination Committees by forty years. 
 
Thirty years earlier, in 1925, Greater Brisbane had benefited from a visionary 
merger of twenty small local governments to achieve an area of more than 
1,200 square kilometres including an attractive surrounding Green Belt, traces 
of which still remain (Greenwood and Laverty, 1959, Cole 1984). Today, 
however, seventy years of metropolitan growth has overtaken the boundaries, 
and more than half the metropolitan population lives outside the Brisbane City 
Council jurisdiction.  Since 1991, the state government has been working with 
the nineteen constituent local governments in an “experiment in cooperative 
regional planning” now called “South East Queensland 2021” (SEQ 2021), 
which has been criticized as lacking implementation provisions or 
opportunities for the public participation which might create effective political 
support (Low Choy and Minnery, 1994).  
 
This is a situation in which voluntary cooperation of local governments 
overlies the reality of continued state government control, albeit of  a very 
fragmented nature.  In practice, State and Commonwealth Government 
departments and authorities have continued to pursue their independent 
programs of school and university building, freeway construction, port 
development and open space policy independent of each other.  Roads have 
been built to serve growth and relieve congestion; residential areas have been 
approved and developed into low density new suburbs, often unconnected to 
existing or proposed public transport, as long as there was effective demand 
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and consolidated ownership in the hands of a willing seller; and services have 
been subsequently provided to meet this newly generated demand.  In the 
absence of clear metropolitan plans or visions, the location and pace of 
growth has been dictated by the market and later serviced by different 
departments and agencies of state governments (SEQ 2021, 2002 and 2003). 
The result has often been like a discordant piano recital, where it is not just 
that the left hand does not know what the right hand is doing, but that there 
are twenty or thirty different hands all playing different tunes, some of them 
belonging to players a long way away from the keyboard.  It now remains to 
be seen if the more thorough- going centralization of the proposed Office of 
Urban Management will be able to create and implement a clear metropolitan 
vision and planning  process that will avoid the ad hoc decision taking of the 
past and satisfy public demands for effective regional management. 
 
Other Examples of centralized control and provision 
A more extreme system operated in the Soviet Union for over thirty years in 
the middle of the last century, generating one of the largest planned 
population movements in world history.  Bater (1980) has shown that during 
this period, over forty million rural dwellers were re-located to urban locations, 
often being forced to occupy inappropriate and perfunctory housing whose 
poor quality has become legendary.  
 
The failing of these models of centralized coordination has lain in the difficulty 
of forcing different powerful departments of national and state governments to 
submerge their individual priorities in order to create socially responsive or 
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orderly development. This resulted in what Bater has described for Moscow 
as a  “system of centralized bureaucratic competition” – a description that is 
also relevant to many metropolitan planning situations in contemporary 
Western democracies. Where, as in Oregon, Florida and Hawaii, binding  
compliance or concurrence requirements has made coordination more 
effective, this has been made possible by the existence of a designated 
metropolitan planning authority empowered to prepare the plans with which 
central government departments and agencies and others must comply  (De 
Grove, 1995). 
 
(3) Politically Accountable Regional and  Metropolitan Governance 
Radical approaches to institutional reform sometimes take time to achieve 
success.  In the Netherlands and Britain, with their long traditions of 
governmental evolution,  for instance, voluntary regional bodies of local 
governments have been formed in the last two decades to provide the 
necessary regional contexts for municipal and local planning.  These may 
prove to be the first steps towards more effective systems of region-wide 
administration and planning.  In both countries national governments have 
responded positively to these initiatives and announced their intentions to hold 
regional referenda to determine whether current voluntary cooperative 
arrangements should be developed into democratically elected metropolitan 
and regional councils. 
 
Netherlands 
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Van der Valk (2003) points out that Dutch spatial planning is firmly rooted in 
the administrative system at all three levels of government - national, 
provincial and municipal.  He observes that: 
 “A core argument in favour of the construction of an institutional 
framework for growth management is the need to control the effects of over-
spill on a local, regional and nation wide scale ” (2003:10). 
 
Reflecting this recognition, eighteen local governments in the Rotterdam-
Europoort region came together in 1998 to create a Regional Council to 
administer transport, housing, and metropolitan open space and planning 
(Van Schijndael et al, 2001).   This was an impressive demonstration of the 
“Polder Model“ of voluntary but legally binding consensus since it came close 
on the heels of a mid 1990s referendum, which rejected a proposal to replace 
the centuries-old system of provincial governments by a number of new city 
regions, based on Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Utrecht, Haarlem and Hague.   
Work is well advanced on a regional structure plan whose provisions will be 
binding on national, provincial and local governments and citizens. The 
national government already channels funding for housing, transport, planning 
and regional open space through this Regional Council (1).  
 
Further north, local governments have combined to form the Regional 
Organism of Amsterdam (ROA) with a population of about 2.5 million people, 
which is preparing a regional planning strategy including traffic and transport 
planning (Veenendaal, 2001).  Dutch provincial and metropolitan planners are 
also very concerned to promote the growth of a much larger integrated  “Delta 
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Metropolis” to enable the country to compete on the global stage with the 
surrounding huge metropolitan regions of Greater London, the Ruhr- 
Frankfurt, and Greater Paris, all with populations in excess of 8 millions. 
Integrated planning of this “Delta Metropolis” is believed to require the 
creation of a small number of effective metropolitan regions for the cities of 
Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Hague, Rijnland and Utrecht. Although Dutch 
planners tend to avoid visionary postures, they are nonetheless consciously 
aiming to meet the challenge of the predictable future of national and global 
metropolitan growth (Kamers Van Koophandel, 2000). The proposed 
referendum would determine if the practical successes of the last five years 
have increased public confidence sufficiently to support  designation of new 
metropolitan regions. 
 
Britain 
In Britain, the national government is also  cautiously encouraging cooperative 
regionalism, starting with the fulfillment of the Blair Labour Government’s 
election pledge to  recreate a system of regional governance for metropolitan 
London.  The Greater London Authority (GLA) was established in 2000, 
incorporating the 32 London Boroughs and the Corporation of London. It 
combines a directly elected Mayor with a separately elected Assembly 
(Greater London Authority/ Mayor of London, 2001). Following an election 
campaign which attracted international interest, the high profile radical 
politician Ken Livingstone, the activist Leader of the former Greater London 
Council disbanded by the Thatcher national government fourteen years 
earlier, was elected Mayor (2).  A similar process of regional governance may 
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develop in the country’s provincial areas. In the Yorkshire region, for instance, 
there is rejuvenated interest in developing a polycentric metropolitan strategy, 
to create some physical and economic synergy for the close network of major 
cities that make up the West Yorkshire conurbation, including Leeds, 
Bradford, Huddersfield, Halifax, Wakefield, Barnsley and Doncaster (Jarvis, 
2001 
 
Elsewhere in the UK, Ulster has long had its own Parliament at Stormont, and 
the current UK government is committed to the  restoration of regional 
autonomy to end the unwelcome expedient of direct rule from Westminster. 
The Blair government’s successful 1998 referendum also conferred a greater 
degree of local autonomy on parliaments in Scotland and Wales. Now, a 
series of Regional Assemblies has been established throughout England, 
based on the boundaries of the twelve Standard Regions, which have been 
used since 1965 to coordinate the work of most government Departments 
(Roberts, 1999a). Each has a Regional Chamber or Assembly, with its own 
operating budget, including both nominees from local government and 
representatives of such regional interests as universities, business, 
environmental concern, and community groups. Regional Planning Guidance, 
until recently the sole responsibility of national government regional planners, 
is to be replaced by Regional Spatial Strategies, produced by the Regional 
Chambers for final approval by the Secretary of State (UK Office of Deputy 
Prime Minister, 2002a).  However, Regional Development Agencies, 
appointed from Westminster will continue to prepare regional development 
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strategies for each of the standard regions, maintaining central government 
influence on key investment decisions. 
 
This replaces a system where regional strategies were negotiated between  
two centrally appointed bodies - Regional Government Offices (RGOs) and 
Regional Development Agencies. It represents a significant shift towards 
regional initiative. Under the old system, for instance, Regional Sustainability 
Visions were intended to integrate the regional spatial concerns  of the 
Regional Strategies with the economic strategies of the Regional 
Development Agencies. In practice however, this was difficult to achieve 
because most of the economic development strategies pre-dated the 
completion of the Sustainability Visions (Roberts, 2000). Also, it was uncertain 
whether the considerable economic powers of the Regional Development 
Agencies would remain in the hands of the central government, or be passed 
over to the new Regional Chambers.  Roberts argues strongly for directly 
elected regional governments, bringing together political and professional 
aspects of regional planning in a truly effective synthesis. As in Netherlands, 
regional referenda are planned to decide whether directly elected systems of 
regional government should be introduced.  If these are carried, the regional 
tier will take on increased funding and spending powers and a wider range of 
responsibilities from national and local governments. 
 
A number of regional planning goals are widely held and form part of an 
emerging planning consensus similar to the Dutch “national planning doctrine” 
which  Van der Valk (2003:11) has  defined as “a coherent set of ideas which 
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over a considerable period of time help to conceptualize the spatial structure 
and development of an area, and how to manage both”. In Netherlands, this 
has achieved compact settlement form and preserved the country’s 
”Greenheart Metropolis” (Faludi & Valk, 1996) 
 
 The first element in the emerging national doctrine in England is the 
concentration of most new development within existing urban areas. The aims 
to accommodate 60% of all new households on “brownfield “sites in London 
and the major regional centres and to limit “Greenfield” developments to 
extensions of existing urban areas (Greater London Authority/Mayor of 
London, 2001, Department of Environment, Transport and the Regions, 2000)  
are of particular interest to policy makers elsewhere.   In Australia and the 
USA, for instance, traditionally low housing densities and widespread concern 
over habitat and agricultural land loss make this an especially relevant goal.   
Explicit national policies such as these make the tasks of regional planning 
and coordination simpler and clearer. 
 
(4) Systems of Coherent Regional Government 
Recognition that a combination of political will and technical organization is 
needed to achieve integrated regional and metropolitan development has led, 
over the past fifty years, to some highly significant initiatives in Europe, North 
America and Australasia .  These include ones in Italy, Oregon,  British 
Columbia, and New Zealand which are discussed in the following sections.  In 
Europe, the growth of the supra-national European Community has 
encouraged the development of regionalism  and promoted recent trends 
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towards political  devolution and economic decentralization within the 
continental framework. Together with the expanding scale of communities and 
settlements, these shifts have tended to equalize the balance of power 
between nations and their constituent regions (Alden, 2000;  Putnam, 1993).  
European Community officials often speak of a “Europe of Regions” that is 
supported by generous regional development incentives and grants paid 
direct to regions and metropolises. In Canada, British Columbia has for a 
quarter of a century grouped its local governments into Regional Districts to 
provide services and strategic plans that the individual authorities would be 
incapable of managing by themselves. This system has been at its most 
effective in the metropolitan areas of  Greater Vancouver and Greater Victoria 
(Heywood, 1997),. In 1978, Oregon  in the USA designated a special directly 
elected metropolitan region for its largest city of Portland which has provides a 
celebrated example of integrated  metropolitan land use, transport and open 
space planning (Knaap & Nelson, 1992).  Finally,  in New Zealand, a twenty 
year process of  local government re-organization resulted in the  creation, in 
1993,  of a largely three tier system in which national government decides 
large scale policies and priorities and allocates funds; twelve regions are 
responsible for resource management, and ninety five districts implement 
these policies at the local scale. The three metropolitan regions of Auckland, 
Christchurch and Wellington all have wide ranging powers of service provision 
(New Zealand Government, 1993). 
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Italy and its 20 regions 
Since 1970, Italy has progressively decentralised a number of planning and 
administrative functions to 20 regions based on such historic entities as 
Reggio Emilia, Tuscany, and Veneto (Putnam, 1993). These now undertake 
highly successful regional planning, integrating economic and physical 
development. The success of the Italian regions is of particular interest 
because they constitute a fourth tier of administration, linking the national 
government to the country’s many scores of provinces, hundreds of 
municipalities and thousands of local communes.  Regional elections are 
keenly contested and the regions perform important roles of social, economic 
and physical planning.  
 
The region of Veneto, which has a population of 4.5 million, provides a clear 
and successful example of this regional tier of government. Its legislature, 
elected by universal franchise of adult residents, has 65 members who debate 
and approve laws for the region.  A parallel Executive Regional Council is 
responsible for enacting these laws and managing the complex local 
administrative machinery, with a President assisted by 13 Regional Ministers 
(Regione Veneto, 2000). Wide ranging regional responsibilities include 
economic and industrial policy, town planning (“urbanistica”), health, tourism, 
transport and roads, social services, culture, environment, agriculture, arts 
and crafts and professional instruction. Regional Government departments 
are centred in Venice, with offices in other localities throughout the region. 
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In Veneto the local municipal physical plans tend to reflect the economic and 
social priorities of the regional planners, which favor the stimulus of small-
scale industry and the provision of social housing. Putnam’s view (1993) that 
regional development and economic planning by the new regions is a major 
cause of the economic success of “Third Italy” in the last twenty years is 
supported by the increasingly dominant role of small firms in the economy of 
Veneto (3). 
 
Networks of this sort require careful nurturing.  Regional scale planning and 
delivery are needed to create and conserve the social support, educational 
links, economic credit and physical planning to underpin generative networks 
of small concerns. The regional synthesis is proving a most effective way of 
integrating local energies and regional resources with national economic goals 
and international markets. In Italy, it is not so much metropolitan economies 
that are competing in the global market place as regional ones. 
 
The State of Oregon and Metro Portland 
A similar level of effectiveness is enjoyed by the USA’s only directly elected 
regional government, Metro Portland in Oregon, which was established in 
1978, largely as a result of a well organized campaign by a public interest 
advocacy group, the 100 Friends of Oregon, since expanded to become the 
1000 Friends (Knaap & Nelson, 1992).  Oregon’s 1974 Land Use Planning Act 
mandates a number of State Planning Goals and implementation powers 
which Metro administers for Portland, the state’s main port and largest city 
with a population of over one million, spread through three counties and 27 
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local cities and districts. Local government plans have to comply with those of 
Metro before they can be adopted by the State Land Development and 
Conservation Commission (LCDC), and gain legal force. A robust system of 
compliance means that once adopted, all state government departments and 
agencies must also fulfill regional and local planning provisions (Oregon State 
Department of Land Conservation and Development, 1996). 
 
Metro Portland’s responsibilities include strategic planning, environmental 
quality and integration of land use and public transport; TriMet, the body 
responsible for public transport, has a governing body largely drawn from 
members of the Metro Council (Metropolitan Service District of Greater 
Portland, 1992).  The city is an acknowledged world leader in growth 
management, with outward growth limited by an urban growth boundary 
(UGB), and new housing areas clustered round the stations of the 
Metropolitan Area Express (MAX) which now extends to over a 100 miles of 
track, with north south and east west lines joining the outer suburbs and the 
airport to the city centre  (Tri-Met 2001).  Dwelling densities within the UGB 
are actually increasing. 
 
Portland’s renowned regional planning powers derive directly from the 
planning policies of the Oregon State Government. The 1974 Land Use Act 
includes 19 State Planning Goals, which mandate: 
• urban growth boundaries,  
• public access rights to shore and river banks,  
• conservation of agricultural and wilderness areas,  
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• citizen involvement committees funded and supported by local 
governments, and  
• compliance of state government departments and local governments with 
the plans of the metropolitan region (Oregon State Department of Land 
Conservation & Development, 1996). 
 
None of this has been achieved without controversy and conflict. Between 
1976 and 1985, four successive citizen initiative votes demanded that Metro 
be disbanded. Progressively larger majorities defeated each, and none have 
been attempted since (Abbott and Abbott 1992) (4).  
 
British Columbia and Greater Vancouver 
Since 1965, British Colombia has operated a system of indirectly elected 
Regional Districts, which groups local governments into 28 federations to 
provide essential services for water, waste disposal, housing, hospitals and 
where appropriate, public transport (Bish, 1987:33, Paget 1995). Greater 
Vancouver has been the most prominent exponent of this system and the 
Greater Vancouver Regional District (GVRD) by 1998 catered for many of these 
needs for over 2 million people throughout an area of 4,000 sq kms in 21 
different jurisdictions (GVRD, 1999). Regional planning emerged from three 
decades of action and reaction in the GVRD.  A visionary and participatory 
planning scheme in the seventies alarmed the provincial government and led to 
the removal of regional planning powers from Regional Districts. However, 
needs for integrated growth management re-asserted themselves in Vancouver 
and in 1990-91, the GVRD conducted a far-reaching community vision process, 
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Creating Our Future, (1993) which formed the basis for its 1993 Livable Region 
Strategy and Long Range Transportation Plan  (GVRD, 1993a & b, Transport 
2021, 1993).  Under British Colombia’s 1995 Growth Strategies Act this became 
the model for all Regional Districts to follow in preparing regional strategies, now 
including ones for the Capital Region, Fraser Valley and three other Regional 
Districts (British Columbia Department of Municipal Affairs, 2000).  
  
The roles of Regional Districts have recently been further strengthened to 
include providing any service responding to community needs (British 
Columbia Ministry of Municipal Affairs, 2000).  At the same time, the GVRD 
has been given joint control with the provincial government of TransLink, the 
Greater Vancouver Transportation Authority, which is responsible for transit 
and express services throughout the region, major roads and bridges, car and 
vanpool programs, cycling needs, parking management, fare pricing, cross-
border transport and other external links, and construction of the light rail 
extension to the newer south eastern suburbs - a formidable set of integrated 
transport planning and provision powers, matching those of the of the Toronto 
Transit Commission and  Metro Portland’s TriMet (British Columbia Ministry of 
Municipal Affairs, 1999b). The provision of fixed track transit lines has been 
highly politicized throughout the 1990s, and the reconciliation clauses in the 
Growth Strategies Act have been called into play to resolve differences 
between the outer suburban Cityt of Surrey which wants to resist higher 
densities around the new SkyTrain station that the regional planners are 
proposing (pers. comm. Paget, 2001) 
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According to the British Columbia Minister of Municipal Affairs, writing in 1999  
 
The basic goal   (of Regional Districts) has remained the same – to 
enable individual local governments to work together on issues of 
common concern to create thriving and sustainable communities 
(British Columbia Ministry of Municipal Affairs, 1999a). 
 They aim to achieve effective political accountability without duplicating 
existing electoral arrangements. In order to achieve coherent development, 
British Columbia’s Regional Districts develop regional strategies, which 
provide contexts for the official plans of their local governments. The Growth 
Strategies Act of 1995 contains detailed and elaborate arrangements for 
resolving conflicts between the two tiers of local government, which have 
been called into operation on a number of occasions to negotiate 
compromises between local and regional authorities over issues of population 
density and conservation of open space resources. Ultimately, after proper 
investigation of the facts, and independent review and arbitration, the policies 
laid down in the regional strategy prevail over the aspirations of individual 
local authorities (Paget, 2001).  
 
This type of indirect electoral accountability is particularly suited to federal 
nations like Canada and Australia, where there are already three tiers of 
government.  Danger of conflict between the regional districts and local 
governments is reduced because the regional assemblies consist of the 
leaders and delegated representatives of all the constituent local 
governments. State or provincial governments also gain the cooperation of 
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regional partners who can assist in integration of policies, without having to 
compete for electoral support with equally mandated rivals. This is particularly 
important in the case of large metropolitan units, which may contain a high 
proportion of the total population of the state or province.  
 
The resulting system of indirect election of regional assembles with executive 
powers and funding sources can meet a number of current needs of rapidly 
expanding metropolitan regions: 
• coordination of growth management, settlement development and service 
planning and delivery (5); 
• integrated land use and transport planning; 
• effective environmental planning of whole air sheds, commuter sheds and 
valley regions. 
At the same time, it can also meet the needs of thinly populated and 
sometimes static or contracting rural regions to: 
• share human and physical resources and reach threshold levels for the 
provision of water, sewerage, and recreational and basic transport 
services; 
• coordinate provision and use of regional facilities such as air and seaports;  
• promote and integrate regional economic and tourist promotion. 
 Indirectly elected Regional Assemblies can thus solve the dilemma of 
integrating administrative reform into a single coherent system, responding to 
contemporary demographic and technological change in both metropolitan 
and non metropolitan areas.  
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In summary, designated and resourced regional authorities like  Metro 
Portland and the Greater Vancouver Regional District have proved to be more 
successful in managing major  problems of metropolitan population growth, 
economic change and environmental pressure and pollution, than many 
others which have relied on voluntary coordination such as the USA’s 
Councils of Government or Australia’s Voluntary Regional Organization of 
Councils,  even where these are amplified by  direct State Government 
provision of services as in New South Wales and Queensland . At the same 
time  they have  succeeded in generating  some level of the public and 
political engagement which is essential to  the long term success and  
sustainability of regional governance. 
 
Roles of Metropolitan, Urbanized and Rural Regions – different in kind or 
in degree?  
 
The main focus of the first part of this paper has been on the evaluation of 
different approaches to  the planning and governance of metropolitan regions. 
These are viewed as a particularly crucial  form of administrative region, 
because of their large populations and rapid rates of growth. There are, 
however, a  variety of other types of non metropolitan region which also have 
pressing needs for improved planning and administration, including urbanized,  
rural resource, and bio-regions. The question  therefore arises whether it is 
possible or desirable to integrate both metropolitan and non metropolitan 
regions within coherent systems of regional governance.  Very different 
demographic pressures drive rural,  urbanised and  metropolitan regions. 
Worldwide, throughout the twentieth century, metropolitan regions tended to 
experience  rapid population growth by inward migration, while urbanised 
ones, focussed round a number of Villes Moyennes (or middle sized towns) 
tended to grow at a slower rate  and rural ones experienced consistent losses 
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through outward migration.  Although this pattern may be modified in the more 
stable global population conditions forecast for the mid twenty first century, it 
is likely that for the next three or four decades most  of the world’s major 
metropolitan areas will continue to experience significant population growth, 
while non metropolitan regions are likely to continue to face problems of 
relative population decline (United Nations, 1995).  
 
It is argued here that despite these difference, equal attention can be given to 
different problems. Metropolitan regions will need integrated planning and 
administrative systems to manage growth. Urbanized regions focused around 
country towns will have the opportunity to  harmonize the relations between 
town and country and production and consumption by regional scale planning 
of land uses, transport and natural resources of  land, water and atmosphere 
(Mumford,1961).  Largely rural ones will require some systems of regional 
planning and service delivery to promote growth, meet the needs of stable or 
declining populations and tackle incipient problems of rural decline. While 
effective regional frameworks for metropolitan regions will to concentrate on 
growth management, urbanized ones will be able to concentrate on 
conservation of resources and sustainability, and  rural ones will need to plan 
for  economic promotion and economies of scale in service provision.  All 
three can be provided by cooperative federations of local governments with 
designated powers.  Thus, consistent economic, environmental and social 
frameworks can meet different needs of metropolitan, urbanized and rural 
resource regions.  The resulting administrative surface would consist of a 
nation or state divided into collaborative regional jurisdictions, some 
metropolitan, some urbanized and some rural, composed of representatives 
drawn from their constituent local governments. The system would be flexible 
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to change, with individual local governments being free to move from one 
regional grouping to another as its natural links evolved in response to 
changing social geography. It is interesting that this system of indirect but 
democratic election is very similar to that envisaged  nearly five hundred years 
ago by Sir Thomas More in his Utopia (1516, 1965) where each of the islands 
fifty four  “splendid big towns” (themselves composed of four equal sized 
wards) would send three representatives to an annual Parliament in the 
capital of Aircastle 
There they collect details of the year’s production and as soon as it is clear 
which products are plentiful in each area, and which are in short supply, they 
arrange for a series of transfers to equalize distribution…in practice the free 
gifts that Town A makes to Town B are balanced by the free gifts that it 
receives from Town C. So the whole island is like one big household (More 
1965:84-85) 
In broad outline, this is the system, still developing and responding to new 
challenges of metropolitan growth and rural readjustment, which has been 
operating for nearly forty years in British Columbia. It is currently more 
successful in managing the problems of success in metropolitan and 
urbanized regions like Vancouver, Nanaimo and Victoria, than in promoting 
the provision of services in rural ones with staples-based economies (Baker, 
2004). Nevertheless, these demographically very small and isolated local 
governments will continue to require some form of regional pooling of markets 
and resources to provide adequate services. 
 
Evidence from British Colombia and New Zealand  (New Zealand 
Government, 1991; 1993) indicates that it is possible to combine regional and 
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metropolitan governance within a coherent and integrated system. 
Nevertheless, it should be asked “Is it desirable?”   Immersing metropolitan 
administrative reform in the contentious and stormy seas of regionalism may 
risk delaying urgent and long overdue metropolitan reform. On the other hand,  
a reactive and single-mindedly metropolitan approach risks alienating non-
metropolitan voters and representatives, and has proved vulnerable to political 
backlashes.  Rural and provincial communities and their political 
representatives might justifiably feel that the most effective executive powers 
of government are again being reserved for metropolitan regions where 
political and financial power is concentrated.  One example of this political 
vulnerability is the disbanding of England’s Metropolitan Councils, including 
London, in 1986. Others are the progressive dismantling of Metro Toronto, in 
the period 1993-6; and of Copenhagen’s Metropolitan Council in the eighties. 
Tables 1 and 2 examine the relationships between metropolitan and regional 
planning. 
TABLES 1 & 2 SHOULD BE READ HERE 
Tables 1 and 2 suggest that there is much common ground between the 
values, practices and instances of metropolitan and regional governance. 
Values of democratic representation, efficient public provision of essential 
services, and community of interest are broadly common.  Representative 
regional and metropolitan governments face the same problems of creating a 
suitable administrative space between existing local and central governments, 
and the same need to avoid damaging the important local links between 
existing communities and their local organizations.  The short-term 
advantages of the charismatic regional or metropolitan leader, unsupported by 
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many effective delivery mechanisms, are equally unsustainable in the long 
term for both metropolitan and non-metropolitan regions. The ad hoc 
proliferation of regional boards for dozens of different functions, each with its 
own generic boundaries, yet all serving the same settlements, poses equal 
challenges to both.  Finally, the competing merits of public and private 
provision of essential services do not differ between the two.  Competitive 
choice and cooperative security play out their differing implications similarly in 
both metropolitan and rural regions, as do the public and private versions of 
economies of scale and accountability.  
 
On the other hand, distinctions do exist between the policy concerns of 
regional governance for territorial integration and inter-regional equity 
compared with the greater emphasis placed by metropolitan governance on 
wealth creation and growth management. Table 3 summarizes some of these 
commonalties and differences. 
TABLE 3 SHOULD BE READ HERE 
 
It is clear that many values apply with a reasonable level of consistency to 
both metropolitan and non-metropolitan regions. For instance, the 
decentralization, devolution, and subsidiarity  (the subsiding of powers to the 
lowest level at which they can be effectively performed) sought by advocates 
of regionalism also underpin responsible government in metropolitan regions. 
Equally, the role of coordinating economic and spatial planning is common to 
both forms of governance. The need to maintain an harmonious regional 
balance between settlements and their hinterlands requires similar 
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reconciliation processes to metropolitan planning’s central requirement to 
balance economic development with conservation of natural resources. 
 
Criteria for Effective Metropolitan Governance  
 
It is clear that the rapid growth in the population, extent and number of 
metropolitan regions over the past century is likely to continue at a faster rate 
than overall population change, because of high continuing rates of internal 
migration from  rural to metroplitan regions. As well as containing 
concentrations of human and environmental problems, metropolitan regions 
offer potentialities for richer and more satisfying forms of living, with better 
access to education, entertainment and employment opportunities than other 
areas. Their administration and planning now need to  span entire nodal 
regions, because  the extent of the metropolis has spread beyond old 
municipal boundaries, and exerts economic, environmental and social impacts 
even further afield .  The pattern is truly a global one, equally affecting both 
developed and developing nations in all continents. In Australia, the traditional 
approaches have been to leave state government agencies to deal with 
metropolitan service supply and regulation, as in NSW, or to consign them to 
the market, as in Victoria, under the recent Kennet Government (1989-2001), 
or to voluntary Regional Organizations of Councils working with government in 
Regional Planning Advisory  Groups (RPAGs) as in Queensland. These 
approaches have merely prevented the cumulative contradictions of disjointed 
incrementalism from becoming too gross. As the scale and pace of 
metropolitan growth pressures increase, their chances of significant success 
continue to diminish.   
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Suitable alternatives are needed and will need to be weighed against relevant 
criteria.  Gunlicks (1981) argues cogently that  the four primary roles of local 
governments are representation, regulation, service provision and agency. 
The justification for representation goes back to the seminal writings of 
J.S.Mill (1959, 1983) and is self-evident in democratic societies.  Regulation is 
also an inherently inescapable role of governments, and includes many of the 
essential functions of planning.  Service provision is more  contentious, but 
nonetheless  even Public Choice theorists would want to have an ultimate 
guarantee that their own locales had good  services like roads , rates and 
rubbish collection.   Fourth, regional and local governments will always  need 
to act as agents of higher levels of government, whether in the disbursing of 
community development funds or to ensure national standards of policing or 
environmental quality.  To these  four criteria can be added the contemporary 
imperative of  policies for sustainable development that will maintain natural 
and social capital (Hawken, Lovins and Lovins, 1999). 
 
Each of these criteria will have implications for the organisation, scale, 
coordination and external relations of metropolitan administrations, which are 
considered in Table 4.  
TABLE 4 SHOULD BE READ HERE 
 
Accountable representation implies that governance mechanisms should have 
some degree of electoral mandate, without placing  metropolitan, local  and 
state representatives into competition with each other. Nomination of 
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metropolitan representatives from the members of constituent councils would 
meet these needs.  It may be significant that both the current premier of 
British Columbia, Gordon Campbell, and his predecessor, Michael Harcourt, 
came into provincial politics  from local community action through city or 
regional leadership roles, thus illustrating Mill’s point about the role of local 
democracy as a training ground for more senior state and national  levels of 
politics 
 
Delivery and coordination of services by metropolitan agencies has been 
attacked by the public choice school of public administration theorists  (Bish, 
1971; Ostrom, 1972, Miller, 1981) on the grounds that they are unnecessarily 
cumbersome, bureaucratic and monopolistic.  However, there is recent 
evidence that  for essential public  services, such as water and power supply,  
political accountability is more effective and fair than that of the market.  Many 
public services are “natural monopolies” that are better placed in the hands of 
publicly accountable bodies rather than being allowed to deteriorate into 
private monopolies, prone to under-investing and over charging.  In 
comparisons of efficiency and security,  public owned bodies have better 
recent records than private ones, with major electricity blackouts in California, 
Auckland and North East USA all seeming to have resulted from a 
combination of under investment and poor regional scale coordination (5). The 
collapse of Enron’s network of private energy suppliers is a further case in 
point.  Likewise, the safety record of UK’s rail system has declined since 
privatisation in the 1980s at the same time that rail fares have risen. The best 
public transport in the country is widely agreed to be the London Underground 
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and Bus system, run by the publicly owned London Transport Board. Parks, 
water, open space and social housing, as well as transport are all services 
that benefit from the public accountability of public metropolitan providers.  
 
Planning and regulation are also activities that require the combination of 
accountability, consistency and coordination that can be achieved by 
settlement-wide governance.  Natural justice demands that the same rules 
apply  equally throughout jurisdictions, and that those required to observe 
them can influence their enactment through democratic elections.  The 
existence of Metro Portland as a metropolitan government, for instance, 
allowed the 100/1000 Friends of Oregon to argue successfully for further 
investment in public transport as an alternative to more road building and by 
passes in the city’s outer suburbs (1000 Friends of Oregon, 1997). 
Governance and accountability criteria suggest that services, such as water, 
waste disposal, power provision and transport;  and laws, such as emission 
regulation, density controls and planning requirements should be made by 
bodies themselves responsible to representatives of democratic electorates, 
either directly or indirectly elected through delegation.   
Policies to maintain natural resources and social capital demand information 
and control systems that can monitor, adjust, implement and control resource 
use throughout the metropolitan region. This will include catchments for water 
and air pollution,  journey to work flows, housing markets,  regional scale 
recreation and  habitat protection.  Because contemporary cities and their 
direct impacts have spread over whole regions, any attempt to relate them 
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harmoniously to their natural environments and populations of humans, plants 
and animals must also be conducted at the regional scale. 
 
At the same time, relevant local plans and enforceable regulations also 
require the local knowledge and participation which can only come from local 
grassroots political organizations and knowledge. This argues for the parallel 
maintenance of the roles and powers of the most local forms of existing 
government. 
 
This analysis suggests that metropolitan regions require effective and 
accountable regional governance, with extensive delivery and regulatory 
powers, without impinging on the representational and local governance roles 
of existing  local governments.  Regional bodies with these attributes could 
link local and state governments.   They could take responsibility for regional  
scale activities and services, and maintain good links with the constituent local 
governments, who would be responsible for services such as refuse collection 
and local development control. Boundaries would need to include not only the 
whole metropolitan commutershed, but also to extend even further to include 
regional airsheds and water catchments for effective environmental and social 
impact monitoring and control.  Coordination would demand capacities for 
integrated goal-setting, program planning and monitoring.  Local co-location of 
services and information access points would also be needed.  Relationships 
with other forms of government would require clear allocation of roles of 
representation, regulation, service delivery and agency. 
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Distribution of Roles and Functions between different tiers of 
government 
 
This distribution of roles and functions between the three levels of local, 
regional and central governance can be clear and logical, as is illustrated in 
Table 5 below.  Local governments, for instance, are ideally suited to 
administer well-informed and sensitive development assessment, to provide 
libraries and cultural development, and to regulate traffic and street 
management. They will be suitable agents to run health clinics and to provide 
community services, local parks, to retail water to their residents and 
businesses, to collect waste and to provide and connect sewers to regional 
mains. They will also be in good positions to collect user charges for such 
public goods as water supply,  waste collection and use of public Internet 
access.  
 
Regional authorities will be able to provide the context and coordination for 
these activities through strategic plans, which integrate both spatial planning  
for different parts of the region; and functional planning (for transport, 
economic development, resource conservation and settlement form) for the 
whole region. They can produce strategies that relate school building to 
population change and that locate schools, technical colleges and higher 
education campuses optimally within the developing settlement network in 
ways that are sadly rare in expanding metropolitan areas at the moment.  
They can manage and coordinate transit and road planning, plan and 
coordinate hospitals and human services, manage regional parks, maintain 
waste treatment and disposal, and be responsible for consistent and equitable 
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property taxation and for fair distribution to constituent local governments, 
neither rewarding nor punishing those with affluent residents but providing 
funding on the democratic basis that each person counts and counts equally. 
 
These roles in no way trespass on the prerogatives of state governments to 
set state policies and review regional strategies - indeed the regional roles will 
depend upon a steady flow of guidance from central government, as is 
currently the case in England and Netherlands, and in Australia, in New South 
Wales’ State Planning Policies. Central education policy would continue to set 
funding, educational priority and curriculum directions and rules. Regional 
plans would have to rely on central transport policy and directions for future 
investment in roads and rail. In emerging key areas such as water 
management, environmental and resource conservation and sustainability 
measures, the central governments would continue to pay the piper and to call 
the tunes.  Their ultimate control would be ensured by their control of 
government taxation, fund raising and distribution.  
 
 Phasing of introduction of regional governance 
 
Clearly the kind of regional capacities discussed above may either be 
coherently introduced at one time, as in British Columbia in 1965, or they may 
evolve over a number of decades, as they are doing in the UK.  In the 
evolutionary model, voluntary regionalism can be triggered by a sensible 
awareness of common problems and potentialities.  However,  until 
implementation powers have been acquired, regional governance lacks 
effective delivery of services, genuine responsiveness to citizen need, and 
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commitment to sustainable practices. A purely voluntary planning system, 
specifying  only the most general of powers and leaving individual groups and 
local governments to opt in or out, is destined to fail the big tests- and is only 
viable as long as it is not seriously needed.   Such systems may, however, be 
useful stepping-stones to more integrated systems of indirectly elected 
regional government, as is currently occurring in Netherlands and the UK.  
 
Regional Governance in Federal, Devolved and Unitary national regimes 
 The introduction of regional governance may not be equally acceptable in 
federal systems already possessing three directly elected tiers of government.   
In such situations, indirectly elected regional governments may remain more 
suitable.  Where the tide of reform is strong enough, re-organization of 
existing federal systems on the basis of regions more closely related to 
current settlement and resource consumption patterns is possible; as  has 
been mentioned earlier, this is currently being considered in the Netherlands.  
For Australia, too, with its anachronistic state boundaries originating in its 
colonial era,  this remains a major issue to confront at the beginning of the 
new century. 
 
Feasibility of Integrating Regional and Metropolitan Governance 
Systems in Unitary, Devolved and Federal Jurisdictions 
 
It is necessary to consider whether a system of regional / metropolitan 
governance is equally feasible for countries with two or three levels of 
government.  In order to do this, Table 6 applies a system of 
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provincial/regional divisions to a number of existing states and nations, 
including both metropolitan or non-metropolitan regions. In the table, it is 
assumed that  planning and public services for all regions are administered by 
assemblies drawn from the elected members of their constituent local 
governments, possibly amplified by representatives of regional interest groups 
such as councils of community service or environmental conservation.  
 
The model is illustrative and conceptual, not empirical or descriptive. Not all its 
arrangements currently exist; some are extrapolations of a general concept 
onto current administrative frameworks. Most of the USA, for instance, still 
lacks effective metropolitan administrative or planning regions; although their 
ad hoc formation has been encouraged under the provisions of the Transport 
Efficiency Act for the 21st century (TEA 21). Nevertheless no others yet have 
the effective planning powers of Metro Portland, and Oregon itself does not 
have regional planning authorities outside of Portland. Similarly, existing 
arrangements in Queensland stop far short of coordinated regional 
administration. The arrangements proposed for Canada, at present exist only 
in British Columbia. In Netherlands, the metropolitan regions of Amsterdam 
and Rotterdam have only a de facto existence, and do not exist at all in other 
metropolitan regions. In Italy and Spain the regional planning framework is 
operating broadly in the proposed manner, but it has not always been adapted 
to meet the needs of the rapidly growing metropolitan regions. In England, the 
regional framework is not yet finalized, and an allocation of roles between tiers 
is by no means clear. In New Zealand, the two-tier system lacks a clear 
framework of decisive central government policies, and the roles of the 
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regions in deciding on resource management issues are often contested. In 
summary, the integrated concept of metropolitan and non-metropolitan 
regional governance developed in Table 6 is an illustration of how the 
proposed system could apply to a number of existing territorial regimes. 
TABLE 6 SHOULD BE READ HERE 
 
Conclusions 
 
Table 6 sets out to show that a regional system of government is equally 
viable for federal systems like the USA and Australia and for unitary ones like 
New Zealand and UK. States like Queensland, New South Wales, Oregon, 
and California, which are part of federal systems, can benefit from grouping 
their local governments into regional alliances to coordinate policies and 
provision of services just as much as can unitary regimes like UK and France.  
At the same time, this regional tier of administration should meet the needs of 
metropolitan and non-metropolitan areas equally well.  Although there is no 
good reason to try to standardize regional administration and planning 
systems between countries having different traditions and political 
arrangements, a coherent regional system can be adapted to suit the political 
and cultural traditions of each country. The classical purposes of local 
government- representation, regulation, service delivery and agency- do not 
differ between different geographical locations (Gunlicks, 1981). Those of 
regional administration also apply irrespective of geography, and can be 
broadly identified as:  
• optimal service provision at the regional scale;  
• integrated planning of economic investment and physical development;  
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• Balanced conservation and development of resources; and  
• Sustainable regional settlement patterns (Self, 1982; Heywood, 1997).  
The framework provided in Table 6 suggests  that a coherent regional 
administration and planning structure should be broadly adaptable to 
countries with different traditions of spatial organization, both federal and 
unitary. It must however be acknowledged that the system proposed here is 
based on the classical democratic concept of representation (Mill, 1859, 1983) 
and is therefore only applicable to democratic regimes. The positive side of 
this coin is that such regional systems may become powerful instruments to 
support the democratic vitality of the regimes in which they operate, by 
providing more efficient services and bringing significant levels of government 
and decision taking closer to regional and local communities.  This framework 
would allow  an evolutionary development of governance to match the rapidly 
expanding scale of contemporary society, without abandoning the 
fundamental importance of local government as the basis and training ground 
for healthy democracy. 
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Endnotes 
 
 
1. The  Rotterdam Regional Plan at present being developed is metropolitan 
in its scope and pursues four strong spatial concepts, spanning the concerns 
of both inner and outer and northern and southern districts with the following 
proposals: 
• a compact metropolitan centre, redeveloping inter war housing blocks to 
create high quality medium density residential developments in the inner 
city; 
• port development,  reclaiming land  at the western, seaward end of the 
estuary for new docks to replace the old inland dock  areas, and  releasing 
land for inner city redevelopment in the east of the metro region; 
• integrated road-rail developments, providing transport to link new 
settlements; 
• Maintenance of the Randstadt “Green Heart”, establishing major 
regional parks to the north and steering development away from these 
areas. 
 
 
 
 
2. Though constrained by a limited budget, the Mayor of London has 
significant policy making and coordinating roles, including the preparation of 
the Strategic Vision for Greater London, and responsibility to integrate land 
use and transport planning. His new vision announced in May 2001, is for: 
• intensive development as a world city, with increasing proportions of 
people living in the inner areas,  
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• redevelopment to replace derelict and under-used old port and industrial 
sites with world class commercial, residential and recreational uses in the 
East London Corridor along the Thames Estuary, 
• efficient and accessible public transport and  
• Appropriate supplies of affordable social housing (GLA/ Mayor of London, 
2001). 
 
This vision, which is noticeably similar in its concerns to that of the Rotterdam 
City Planners, discussed above, is truly metropolitan and transcends the local 
interests of any one borough or group of boroughs. It conflicts in a number of 
significant aspects with the privatisation and road transport agendas of the 
national government which dismissed the Mayor’s new Transport 
Commissioner from his associated position as Chairman of London 
Underground (Clark, 2001, Jenkins, 2001). Nevertheless, there is a high 
degree of support for the new policies of the London Mayor both amongst the 
general electorate and the local Borough Councils (Greater London Authority, 
2000). 
 
 
 
3. The support of the Regional Government of the Venice Region for small-
scale enterprises has encouraged the remarkable flexibility of its industrial 
structures and the economic growth of the area at an annual rate of 5.1% - the 
highest of any region in the EC.  Between 1971 and 1991, Veneto increased 
the number of workers by over a half, but almost doubled the number of its 
productive units.  There are now nearly two million employed workers in 
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385,000 enterprises, giving an average number of only 4.8 workers per 
concern (Regione Veneto, 2000, p 44). This pattern leads the Regional 
Economic Bureau to the view that: 
The load-bearing structure of the Veneto economy (rests on) small and 
medium sized enterprises, which form a widespread and capillary web of 
business interests all over the territory (Regione del Veneto, 2001).  
 
These enterprises produce a wide range of engineering, fashion; 
pharmaceuticals, furniture, jewellery and marble working products, in swarms 
of small enterprises in specialized sub regions, which makes them capable of 
rapid adjustments to changes in global demand. 
 
 
4. The struggle for the definition of the public interest in Oregon continues.  
Measure 7 in 2001 demanded that governments pay full market compensation 
to landowners for any restriction or reduction on their development rights 
(1000 Friends of Oregon, 2001).  A case brought in the courts by Audrey 
MacCall, widow of former Oregon Governor Tom MacCall, founder of the  
then 100 Friends, succeeded in having the measure declared unconstitutional, 
but the legal battle is only just beginning. Fear of its drastic diversion of state 
funds into compensation payments has made maintenance or improvement of 
services very difficult. For instance, funding support for affordable housing and 
public participation in planning has diminished and has threatened relations 
between all levels of government and community groups. However, programs 
commanding high levels of public support, like the extension of the 
Metropolitan Area Express  (MAX) and development of new residential areas 
at medium densities round MAX stations, continue to thrive. Many specifically 
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metropolitan agendas have survived better than more local ones.  It may be 
that the redistributive social equity goals of regional planning continue to 
command support because electorates can more easily accept public interest 
arguments if it is clear that people in all parts of the metropolitan region will be 
equally affected. If so this is a powerful case for responsible metropolitan 
government. 
 
 
5. Direct provision of services is a potentially significant role of metropolitan 
and regional authorities. It is a basic function of North American Regional 
Service Districts: one of the main reasons that they were intruded into British 
Columbia by the Provincial Government in 1965 was to provide essential 
services, combining economies of scale and public accountability (Paget, 
1995).  Provision of such community services as public transport and parks, 
and of such “natural monopolies” as water, waste disposal and power were 
major roles of pioneer integrated metropolitan authorities like London and 
Toronto (Jackson, 1969, Lemon, 1985).  After many decades of successful 
operation, their legitimacy was challenged by the “Public Choice” school of 
urban and regional economists and public administration theorists (Bish, 
1971, Ostrom, 1972), heralding the late twentieth century trend towards 
privatisation of public service utilities including water, electricity, 
telecommunications, public transport, airports and harbour boards throughout 
the Western world.  In England, regional water boards, trunk and international 
telephone services and British Rail were all converted into joint stock 
companies or opened to competition by private companies (Wiltshire, 1987).  
In Africa and Asia the World Bank encouraged the privatisation of water 
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capture and supply in order to speed the process of providing clean water for 
rural irrigation and expanding metropolitan demands of cities like Mombai 
(Roy 1997). In New Zealand, public transport and electricity supply utilities 
were corporatised.  In the United States, the expansion of vast private 
conglomerates such as Enron and Californian private electricity companies 
was encouraged in the belief of their superior performance in achieving 
market efficiency. Many of these utilities are however, natural monopolies and 
the results of privatisation have often been to replace publicly accountable 
services by private monopolies whose short term maximization of profits have 
replaced long term planning in the community interest, and have resulted in 
poor services and recurrent crises in the provisions of services.  
 
By contrast, Metropolitan Service Commissions such as the Toronto Transit 
Commission (TTC), Portland TriMet, GVRD’s TransLink and the London 
Transport Board continue to provide responsive and popular public services, 
and to be politically acceptable and transparent agents for spending public 
subsidies on approved public programs (Frisken, 1985,1988, 1991, 1994). 
Currently, Portland  (Or) is entering into discussions with the creditors of 
Enron, a failed private conglomerate of electricity supply firms over the fate of 
Portland General Electric (PGE), one of the largest of the bankrupted 
enterprises. The Mayor, Vera Katz commented in August 2002, that it was 
important that issues like the cost of electricity, stable ownership, 
responsiveness to the community and a focus on the economic and 
environmental future of this region be part of …discussions (Portland City 
Council, August 28, 2002) 
and another city commissioner commented that 
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having a locally owned utility is a better option than having Enron sell PGE to 
the highest bidder (ditto). 
 
One solution would be for Metro Portland to take over this service to ensure 
that the people of the metropolis and the region are not held to ransom again 
by a corrupt private supplier. 
 
 
6. Subsidiarity is the term recently invented by public administration theorists 
to indicate the devolution (or subsiding) of powers to the lowest level at which 
they may be efficiently performed and coordinated.
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TABLE 3: APPLICATION OF VALUES, AIMS & POLITICS IN 
METROPOLITAN AND REGIONAL GOVERNANCE 
 
Values  & Aims  Metropolitan Applications Regional Applications 
1. Represent-
ative Democracy 
 
Settlement-wide 
representative government 
Decentralization, devolution 
and subsidiarity of national 
government powers to 
regional assemblies 
 
2. Effective 
provision of 
public services 
  
Metropolitan-wide 
coordination of public 
investment and services  
Region-wide coordination of 
public investment and 
services 
3. Social 
interaction and 
mutual aid  
Interactions of  
• metropolitan skills pools,  
• journey to work 
catchments,  
• housing markets, 
environmental 
resources, and  
• cultural awareness. 
 
Matched regional settlement, 
administrative and service 
hierarchies based on  
• places,  
• resources, 
communications and 
• culture. 
4. Effective 
Coordination of 
policymaking 
and regulation. 
a). Metropolitan-wide 
analysis of problems, 
potentialities, and 
capacities.  
b) Efficient growth 
management.  
c). Capacity for cumulative 
problem solving. 
 
Regional integration of:  
 
national economic policies, 
with  
 
local conservation and 
development schemes.  
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TABLE 4: CRITERIA FOR ASPECTS OF METROPOLITAN GOVERNANCE 
 
Goal Organization Scales  Coordination External 
Relations 
Accountable 
representation 
Electorates 
should  be 
aware of 
representative
s and able to 
withdraw 
mandates. 
 
There should 
be clear and 
effective links 
between the 
different levels 
of  
government. 
Political 
representatives 
should set 
integrated goals 
and  shape 
programs. 
Metropolitan & 
regional leaders 
should have widely 
acknowledged 
mandates.  
Service 
delivery &  
coordination  
should be 
effective and 
responsive  
Service 
delivery should 
be metropolis 
wide, with 
metropolitan 
and local 
offices and 
delivery 
mechanisms. 
 
Metropolitan 
Services (eg 
water supply) 
should 
articulate with 
local  ones      
(e.g water 
reticulation) . 
There should be 
integrated 
planning and 
delivery with co-
location of 
services and 
facilities in 
central places. 
State policies  
should guide  
metropolitan 
coordination and 
monitoring 
standards, which 
should  influence 
local service 
delivery. 
Planning and 
other 
regulation  
should be 
consistent, 
sensitive and 
accountable  
Monitoring and 
regulation 
should be 
consistent 
throughout 
metropolis & 
accountable to 
political 
process. 
Local  &  
regional 
development 
control should  
promote 
metropolitan 
goals and 
policies. 
Metropolis- wide  
strategic 
planning  should 
be integrated 
with 
development  of 
infrastructure 
and  control of  
resource quality.  
Local regulation 
and metropolitan 
resource policies 
need to accord 
with central 
government laws, 
policies and rules. 
Agency roles 
should be 
clear, effective 
and funded 
Management 
of services  
should be 
responsible 
and 
accountable to 
elected 
members 
Boundaries 
should include 
whole 
metropolis and 
environmental 
frame and be 
able to adjust 
as settlement 
evolves. 
Coordination and 
funding of 
policies and 
actions  should 
be open to 
scrutiny and 
review by 
electorate. 
Political direction 
needs to be 
aligned to 
constituent local 
governments. and 
responsive to state 
government 
policies. 
Sustainable 
policies and 
capacities to 
maintain 
natural and 
social capital 
 
There should 
be information 
and control 
systems that 
can 
implement, 
monitor and 
adjust. 
 
Boundaries 
should include 
whole 
metropolitan 
catchments for 
control of air 
and water 
quality, 
commuting 
and open 
space 
networks 
recreation, etc. 
 
There should be 
referral policies 
to check for 
unintended 
consequences 
throughout the 
organization and 
beyond. 
National policies 
and funds should 
achieve beneficial 
regional, 
metropolitan and 
local  outcomes  
with two way 
monitoring and 
reporting. 
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TABLE 5:  PROPOSED LOCAL, REGIONAL & CENTRAL GOVERNANCE 
FUNCTIONS 
FUNCTION LOCAL REGIONAL 
 
CENTRAL 
Planning Local planning, 
development 
assessment and control 
Development and 
coordination of  Housing, 
Economy, Transport , 
Regional Open Space 
and Resource 
Conservation Strategies 
Oversight and approval of  
local planning schemes 
State Planning Policies 
and overview of Strategic 
Regional Planning 
Education Libraries, Adult 
Education & Cultural 
Development 
School, vocational and 
university  campus 
location planning. 
Designation of Education 
Priority Areas 
Education Policy  
(including national tertiary 
policy) & curriculum 
planning & development 
Transport Integrated Local 
Transport Planning 
including traffic & street 
management, parking 
policy, bikeways, 
pedestrian schemes  & 
community transport. 
Integrated Regional 
Transport Planning. 
Transit provision and 
management, including 
integrated ticketing and 
interchange stations. 
Regional road policy and 
construction. 
Integrated State/ National 
Transport Policy. 
National/state rail & road 
planning and provisions 
Health & Human 
Services 
Clinics, Community 
Services and 
Community 
Development, including 
community centres 
Regional health programs 
including hospital  location 
planning.  
Co-location planning for 
Multi-Service Agencies 
Health Policy Priorities & 
Funding & investment 
Recreation Local parks and  
participation programs 
Regional open space 
systems and parks  
National parks and fitness 
programs 
Water Water Distribution  Regional water 
conservation,  catchment, 
supply and re-cycling 
National water  
conservation, pricing and 
inter-regional flows policy  
Solid & Liquid 
Waste 
Collection & Sewers Waste Treatment, 
Disposal & Recycling 
Environmental Policy 
Finance User pays charges. 
3 year and annual 
budgets to expend  
funds from  state and 
regional sources 
 
Regional Tax Collection 
and distribution to local 
governments based on 
population and need 
indices.  
Oversight of income from 
Regional service charges 
Setting & collection of 
state taxes & program 
funding. 
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TABLE 6: APPLICATION OF PROVINCIAL, REGIONAL, LOCAL  & COMMUNITY 
 ADMINISTRATIVE FRAMEWORKS TO SELECTED COUNTRIES 
2a 
METROPOLITAN 
REGIONS 
2b 
NON- METROPOLITAN 
REGIONS 
1a 
NATION 
1b 
PROVINCES/ 
STATES 
2a 
Regional 
Governance 
3a 
Metropolitan 
Local 
Government 
 
2b 
Regional 
Governance 
3b 
 Non 
Metropolitan 
Local 
Government 
FEDERAL SYSTEMS 
USA State of 
Oregon 
Metro 
Portland 
City of 
Hillsboro 
Willamette 
Valley   
Region 
City of 
Eugene 
Australia 
 
 
State of 
Queensland 
South East 
Queensland 
(Greater 
Brisbane) 
City of 
Caloundra 
Far North 
Queensland 
Region 
Douglas 
Shire 
Canada Province of 
British 
Columbia 
Greater 
Vancouver 
Regional 
District 
City of New 
West-
minster 
Fraser 
Valley 
Regional 
District 
City of 
Chilliwack 
DEVOLVED SYSTEMS 
Netherlan
ds 
Province of 
North Holland 
Regional 
Organism of 
Amsterdam 
City of 
Amsterdam 
Region of 
Waterland 
 
Broek in 
Waterland 
District 
Italy Region of 
Venito 
Province of 
Venezia 
 
 
Municipality 
of Murano 
Province of 
Rovigo 
Valpollicello 
District 
Spain Region of 
Catalonia 
Metropolita
n Region of 
Barcelona 
City of 
Barcelona 
Region of 
Tarragona 
Igualada 
District 
UNITARY SYSTEMS 
England Yorkshire  & 
Humberside 
Region 
West 
Yorkshire 
Metropolitan 
Sub region 
City of 
Leeds 
North 
Yorkshire 
Sub region 
District of 
Scarborough 
& Whitby 
 
New 
Zealand 
 Auckland 
Region 
City of 
Auckland 
Canterbury 
Region 
Marlborough 
District 
France  Gironde 
Region 
(Metropolitan 
area of 
Bordeaux) 
City of 
Bordeaux  
Department 
of Basse 
Pyrenees 
Department 
of Bayonne 
 
 
Level 1a is National; 1b is Sub-national;  
2a is Metropolitan Regional;  2b is Non Metropolitan Regional;  
3a is  Metropolitan Local and 3b is Non Metropolitan Local. 
